
 

 
ASSESS ALFALFA IN FALL TO PREPARE FOR SPRING  
Michael Weiss, Agronomic Information Specialist, Bayer Crop Science 

Every alfalfa grower needs to ask this important question when assessing a stand of alfalfa - is it good enough to 
keep? Fall is a great time to make that initial assessment. The weather is nice, and factors such as weeds and 
diseases can be easily assessed. A stand that is in poor condition in September will not be in any better condition 
in April. Fall assessment allows the grower to estimate spring seed needs and time to conduct soil testing and 
apply any needed nutrients prior to freeze-up in fields destined to be planted to alfalfa in the spring. A follow-up 
assessment will need to be conducted in the spring to determine the extent of winter kill and injury. Identifying fields 
with poor stands in the fall and deciding to rotate them out of alfalfa in the next growing season provides some 
options for the grower. The field can be harvested late in the season, as winter kill is not a concern. Fall tillage 
could be done as a way to condition the field for the next crop, or the field could be grazed over the fall after a 
killing frost.  

The tools necessary to assess the field are a tile spade or shovel, a sharp knife, a one-foot square frame, and a 
notepad. Walking through the field gives a general impression of stand quality. Excavate several plants, trying to 
get at least 6” of root tissue. Clean the soil from the root and look for any visible injury. Normal roots should be 
creamy white to tan/brown with very few scars or lesions. To get an accurate assessment of the stand, throw the 
one-foot square frame and count both the number of plants and the number of stems that fall within the borders of 
the frame. The sampling pattern should be similar to the soil testing pattern. If the field is consistent, take one count 
per acre. If the field is variable, you may want to count two squares per acre. In a 10-acre field, you should take 10-
20 individual counts. Use the following rating system from the University of Wisconsin to assess winter survival 
potential:  

 Rating Condition Winter Survival Potential 

0 Healthy Excellent 

1 Some discoloration Excellent 

2 Moderate discoloration/rot Good 

3 Significant discoloration/rot Good for mild winter, poor for hard winter 

4 Greater than 50% discoloration Poor 

5 Dead  

When evaluating weed populations, consider their effects on forage quality. Grasses such as quackgrass and 
bromegrass will reduce forage quality, while broadleaf weeds and dandelion have less of an effect. The quality loss 
from grass weeds may be important in high-producing dairy rations but is less important for animals with lower 
protein and energy needs. Controlling grassy weeds will improve forage quality but not yield. Severe infestations 
are best managed by rotation out of alfalfa and into corn. 

As stands get older, fewer plants are required for good production. Plants in older stands normally have more 
highly developed crowns with more stems per crown. Use the following table based on plants per square foot to 
assess the quality of stand based on plant counts:  

Years in 
Production 

Healthy plants per square foot 

Poor Marginal Good 

1 Less than 10 10 to 15 More than 15 

2 Less than 8 8 to 10 More than 10 

3 Less than 6 6 to 8 More than 8 

4 Less than 4 4 to 5 More than 5 

With older stands, stem counts in addition to plant counts will provide more accurate assessment of productivity. 
Consult the following table based on stems per plant: 

Number of stems Recommendation 

Greater than 55 Keep field in production 

40 to 55 Marginal, recheck in the spring 

Less than 40 Rotate field out of alfalfa production 

 
If you decide to keep a marginal stand to meet your feed needs for the coming season, minimize the amount of 
additional stress on these weakened plants for a better chance at survival over the winter: 

 Leave stubble height as tall as possible to catch and retain snow. 
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 Next spring, delay first cutting until at least first flower. This will help the injured plants recover, accumulate 
carbohydrates, and heal damaged tissues.  

 Plan on top dressing in the spring with potash and/or phosphorus according to soil test, especially if nothing 
was applied last fall. Low fertility will stress these plants even more and a little fertilizer will go a long way in 
optimizing production from a weakened stand. A tissue test may also indicate a need for sulfur.  

 Do not treat with spring herbicides that are known to stunt or stress plants. The added stress of certain 
herbicides may take out even more plants. 

If the stand was seeded this spring and a successful stand was not established, it can be reseeded in the spring. 
While a no-till drill can be used to interseed, it is often more successful to take out the stand and reseed using a 
conventional drill or Brillion seeder. A solid, well-packed seed bed is critical to achieve seed-to-soil contact and will 
provide the best chance for establishing a successful stand.  

Alfalfa exhibits a trait called autotoxicity. Autotoxicity is when the plant inhibits the growth of members of the same 
species through chemicals the mature plant releases into the soil. Therefore, for older stands, the act of “filling in” 
will not be successful. The best solution for a field with an inadequate stand is to rotate it out of alfalfa and into 
corn.  

 


